
Fast Track Design Service 
for minimal windows 
 
Faster Design Service for Sliding Door 
Orders 
The team at IQ have announced that they will be offering a fast-

track design service for typical configurations of minimal windows. 

The fast-track design service will allow for a quicker turnaround of 

design details for typical configurations of the Keller minimal 

windows system.   

IQ Glass and IQ Projects are the sole provider of minimal windows 

within the UK and have worked with our systems for over 12 years. 

Their design department have created all number of minimal 

windows designs over our years and are experts in the minimal 

windows glazing systems.   

If you are looking for a sliding glass door with a shorter lead time, 

then this service is for you!   

https://www.minimal-windows.co.uk/products/minimal-sliding-glass-door/


 



 

Standard Configurations 
The fast-track design service for these sliding glass doors is suitable 

for projects that are going to be designed to construction sizes (not 

needing a survey). The sizes that the doors need to be made to need 

to be provided before design begins to allow the quickest turn 

around.   

The team at IQ can provide clarification of what structures are 

required for the glass doors for the builder to provide. Your builder 

will also need to ensure that they are comfortable with the steel 

deflections at the head of the glass doors.   

https://www.minimal-windows.co.uk/products/frameless-sliding-glass-door/


Flush thresholds and hidden framing are all possible and are part of 

the typical design details for the Keller minimal windows.   

 

https://www.minimal-windows.co.uk/articles/flush-threshold-doors/


 

Choosing Your Design 
In order for you to be able to take advantage of the fast-track design 

service for our sliding doors, you will need to ensure you have 

chosen your design options.   

The RAL colour of the frame, the locking location and drainage 

options are all decisions that can be made before the ‘design phase’ 

to ensure that quickest possible turnaround.   

When the order for the minimal windows is placed with IQ this 

information will be needed and then the fast-track design service 

begins. 



How to take advantage of the fast-
track design service   
A typical design service of 1-2 weeks is expected with the fast-track 

design. This is on the understanding that all choices and information 

above will be clear upon order placement.   

Emma Greene, Sales Director for IQ explains “we get lots of clients 

who love the minimal windows slider but are already on site and 

want as quick a turnaround as possible. Rather than then having to 

choose a lower quality system for the lead time they want, we want 

to enable them to choose minimal windows for their project. This 

fast-track design service will allow those clients who want a faster 

turnaround to get the design they want in the time they want.”   

If you would like to take advantage of IQ’s fast track design service 

for minimal windows, just send us in your requirements.   

Before design can begin the team at IQ will need to know;   

•  the dimensions they are making the doors to   
•  the colour the frames are going to be   
•  the glass specification required   
•  the design options (locks, direction of travel, etc)   

To get a quote for your glass door project, just contact the team at 

minimal windows.   

 

https://www.minimal-windows.co.uk/contact/

